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lastly, one of the new features in silver efex pro 3 is the ability to create an exact duplicate of an
image. you can use the duplicate image function to duplicate the look and feel of an image while
adjusting the settings of the original to suit your own needs. you can even create multiple copies.
this is a great time-saver when you need multiple variations of a particular shot, or if you want to

create a duplicate that you can send to a client while making adjustments for yourself. alongside the
ability to apply preset settings, silver efex pro 3 makes it easier to get the settings just right. a subtle
slider on the right side of the dialog box shows you the effect the adjustment will have on the image.
at any time, you can toggle to a live view of the current settings to see the effect of the adjustment,
including the effect of the settings on individual color channels. i use silver efex pro for visualising

ideas. this means i use the presets a lot to develop a concept, rather than working from scratch, as i
often do with other software. the presets are always available, and they are usually the tools i use
for the ideas i want to try. i never use them for final images, though, because i have no interest in
these effects. i just use them to generate ideas, and test them out. if i like the idea, i can then use

another tool to apply the effect to the final image. that way i can use the same idea, but produce the
final image using the tools that i prefer. with other software i have to go to the menus, find the effect

i want, and apply it, creating a problem of interface rather than the actual effect.
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for more information, see our video reviews of silver efex pro 3 and the full screen mode, and read
our review of the standalone editor. if you're on a mac, you can also download a trial version of

capture one express from the plugin author's website. finally, if you're a photojournalist, you can
download a new version of the reuters camera add-on for silver efex pro 3. it adds a number of

features that can be especially useful to news shooters, including a panorama tool and a newsclip
tool. it will also allow you to shoot in a raw format and save your images directly to the reuters
servers. but that's not all. new to this latest iteration of the software is a suite of 16 filters that

transform skin tones, whites, blacks, and grays in an almost unlimited number of ways. while some
of these, like varitone, are available in earlier silver efex pro, others, like doku, are available in the
entire collection. the 16 filters are divided into four groups: skin, white, black, and grays, each with
four filters. you'll find that the filters in each group are roughly similar in their impact on skin tones,

whites, blacks, and grays. you'll also find a few oddities like the doku filter, which does not transform
any particular color in a photograph, but rather shifts the color balance of the photograph. while

these oddities can be useful in their own right, they are not necessary. the doku filter can be
replaced with one of the four filters from the skin, white, black, and gray groups. they all offer similar
results. however, the filter set in the collection was designed to make it easier to quickly and easily

create impressive results. silver efex pro 3 is already a very capable photo editing tool. now it's even
easier to make stunning images. 5ec8ef588b
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